ABSTRACT

We summarise the results of a survey of Spoken Language Engineering Education in Europe. We highlight the multidisciplinary nature of the field and the consequences this has for teaching. The survey indicates a wide variety in the breadth and depth of coverage of SLE.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Spoken Language Engineering Working Group is one of four groups active within the Socrates Thematic Network in Speech Communication Sciences. Its brief for the period January to July 1997 was to survey and report on education in SLE, primarily within the EU. The members of the group who contributed to this work are listed in table 2 at the end of this paper. The full report of the working group will be published in [1] and posted on http://tn-speech.essex.ac.uk/tn-speech/ and should be available by the time this paper is published.

1.1. What is Spoken Language Engineering?

SLE is concerned with the design of devices and systems which process speech. The term ‘Speech Technology’ is synonymous. There are generally taken to be three main areas within SLE:

- **Speech Coding**, concerned with the efficient encoding, storage, transmission and playback of speech data.
- **Automatic Speech Recognition** (ASR), concerned with transcribing speech into its orthographic form, or with understanding the meaning of a spoken message. In addition to the question ‘What is being said?’, related work addresses questions such as ‘Who is speaking?’ (speaker recognition, speaker verification) and ‘What language is being spoken?’ (language identification).
- **Speech Synthesis**, concerned with generating speech. In Text-To-Speech (TTS), for instance, the goal is to produce a device capable of reading out loud.

Speech coding has been studied in connection with telephone systems for most of this century. Recognition and Synthesis have been researched for more than 40 years: almost as soon as computers existed there were attempts to give them ears and voices. The subject is both scientifically compelling and commercially attractive. The apparent ease with which people communicate by speech belies the intricacy and the subtlety of the processing which is taking place. Only in the last decade has sufficient progress been made for SLE to move into the market place, but it is now becoming part of everyday life, with a growing need for component technologies to be properly engineered into habitable systems.

1.2. Why is Education in SLE Important?

There is a need to focus on SLE education because:

- as shown in later sections, the multidisciplinary nature of SLE means that it is not normally offered as a subject in its own right in any one Department or School. Perhaps it should be.
- of the demand for employees in this area: a look at the number of employment opportunities advertised from both industry and academia on ELSNET shows the increasing demand for employees in SLE.
- of the demands from industry: many computing (e.g. Microsoft), electronics (e.g. Toshiba, NEC) and telecommunications (e.g. NTT, Nokia, Ericsson, Motorola) companies are now focussing on SLE. It is clear that with the convergence of computing SLE has a significant role. Human-computer interaction, mobile communications and computing will include many applications and products in SLE.
- of the European dimension: the numerous cultures and languages of Europe impact on both research and education which contrasts with the US/Japan. In Europe there is considerable research on machine (aided) translation (e.g. systran, Verbmobil), software localisation, and Multilingual spoken dialogue systems. There is also a diversity of educational programmes in terms of structure and content. Any specialisation in SLE would help to bring together the variety of cultures/languages and educations in Europe.

1.3. The multidisciplinary nature of SLE

SLE is exceptional in the number of subjects a practitioner must, at the very least, know the basics of and, ideally, should be at ease with. They are

1. **Acoustics**: the physics of sound.
2. **Speech studies**: speech production, speech perception, hearing, psycho-acoustics, phonetics.
3. **Language studies**: grammar, semantics, pragmatics, computational linguistics, lexicography
4. **Mathematics**, especially integral and differential calculus, probability theory, Gaussian statistics.
6. **Electrical Engineering**, especially signal processing and coding theory.
7. **Computer Science**: IT skills, programming ability, software engineering.

Students come into SLE courses from a variety of backgrounds: typically their degree is primarily in one of the above and they have already taken courses in a subset of the others. A computer scientist, for instance, has 7 above, and may have 3, 4 and 5. A phonetician has 2 and may have 3, 4 and 7. One of the problems facing teachers of SLE is the range of disciplines that come together in this subject. Furthermore, these disciplines differ markedly in the way they have traditionally been taught and researched, ranging from experimental phonetics through the mathematical treatment of signal processing to the specification and design paradigm of software engineering.
2. AN OVERVIEW OF SLE COURSES

SLE courses are found within a wide variety of curricula. Where a department has a group or an individual active in this research area it is likely that an SLE option will be offered within that department's degree schemes. A short overview of course types follows:

- **To our knowledge, no specialist SLE first degree exists within Europe.** The four-year MSc curriculum on Language, Speech and Informatics at Nijmegen (NL) perhaps comes closest.

- **1-year special course** following previous studies. Such courses can be identified more frequently. In Britain we find postgraduate MPhil and MSc courses building on first degrees in other subjects (e.g. Cambridge, Edinburgh, UCL, Essex). It is worth noting that the problems caused by the interdisciplinary nature of SLE are at their most prominent for this kind of course, with students entering with a variety of first degrees from a variety of institutions.

- **one or more years SLE specialisation within a phonetics study.** This is found in the Netherlands and Germany and for instance the Essex MA in the UK. Sometimes SLE is offered as a separate strand, sometimes it is integrated into the phonetics curriculum. It is non-engineering because for instance speech coding is typically not included.

- **Option modules in Engineering, Computer Science or Phonetics studies.** This is the most common case and the courses can range from a few overview lectures to a fairly detailed series on communication, speech signal processing, synthesis and recognition of speech.

3. A SURVEY OF SLE COURSES

The TN-SLE working group is compiling a survey of SLE courses in Europe. At the time of writing, this survey is incomplete, but enough material has been collected to draw some conclusions.

Based on [2,3,4], we are aware of some 64 European Institutions in which SLE is taught. These are offered by a mixture of Engineering, Phonetics/Linguistics and Computer Science departments. The broad geographical spread is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>European Region</th>
<th>Phonetics</th>
<th>Engineering</th>
<th>Computer Science</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central/Northern</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of Institutions teaching SLE, by region and discipline.

We have collected profiles for SLE modules taught in 24 of these institutions. The questions asked, and a summary of responses, are given in the following sections:

3.1. To what level of students is the module offered?

SLE is predominantly taught either late in an undergraduate degree (at least year 3) or at Masters level. Where schemes permit, the same or nearly the same course is frequently offered to both cohorts. Only 2 of the institutions surveyed teach SLE at an earlier stage.

3.2. What is the proportion of a student's time occupied by the module (fraction of years)?

There is a wide range here, reflecting the varying depth to which SLE is taught. The specialist MSc courses include rather more than 0.5 years of SLE teaching, and also involve dissertations which may be on SLE topics. At the other end of the scale, about a third of the surveyed institutions use less than 0.1 student-years. The average is around 0.2 student-years.

3.3. What are the Aims and Objectives of the module?

Aims and objectives of the different modules in speech depend on the level they are targeted at, the proportion of the student time devoted to them, and the structure of the course they are included in. As a rule the module or modules are in general designed, at their own level, to cover all the main areas of speech technology, in what can be called a ‘horizontal’ topic axis, namely synthesis, recognition and, to a significantly less extent, coding. Exceptions are modules that are included in pattern classification areas, which are primarily targeted to recognition issues. Again as a rule, modules aim to cover, though at different levels, the entire field in a ‘vertical’ sense, from an introduction to perception and phonetics to natural language processing, reflecting that SLE is a multidisciplinary subject. It is also clear from the data that SLE is strongly applications oriented. Studying and building of practical systems are commonly presented as major aims of the modules: this is an engineering field. One word that appears frequently in the survey is ‘skills’, conveying the notion that SLE is an area where you should be prepared to be a practitioner, even when you go into research.

3.4. What are the module’s Prerequisites?

The modules we have surveyed show a wide variety of prerequisites, reflecting the previous studies of the student cohorts they are designed for.

Several programmes, especially those which are language based rather than computer science or engineering based, are interested in a student’s breadth of awareness of language in general and a basic ability to solve complex problems of any kind. The more technically oriented programmes generally require an undergraduate background involving computer science and mathematics (especially statistics) - these are, in any case, very specialist programmes focussed on areas such as signal processing. The difficulty here is that linguists and phoneticians get excluded from such courses - and of course vice versa.

Some institutions, especially in the UK, show a pattern of more broadly based courses (Sheffield, UCL, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Essex) - all teaching various areas which are required as prerequisites elsewhere. This enables students to plot their way among options which on the one hand build on an extend skills they may already possess and others which enable them to explore and develop new skills. This approach seems to fulfill the need for producing a new type of all-round graduate who is equally at home in all areas.

3.5. What is the SLE Syllabus?

The following sections summarise the material taught in SLE modules by topic:

3.5.1. Speech Signal Processing and Coding

Speech signal processing is a subject covered by the majority of the modules or series of modules. Most commonly referred sub-
jects are: speech production models, articulation mechanisms, speech perception models, feature extraction, formant and pitch analysis, endpoint detection and speech segmentation, space and time transforms, linear prediction, cepstral analysis, filter banks, mel-cepstral coefficients, vector quantization.

Coding as such is explicitly included in ten modules and is a major topic in three of them. Among the most frequently taught subjects are: vocoders such as channel and formant coders, wave-form coders, including PCM, APCM, DPCM, ADPCM; sub-band coders and analysis-by-synthesis coders like CELP.

Electrical Engineering curricula normally include general purpose coding modules, which are not referred in the survey, but can easily be extended to include speech coding. The survey might therefore not properly reflect the situation in teaching coding techniques. The same specificity of Electrical Engineering curricula could explain the lack of references to topics such as channel equalisation, echo cancellation, or DSP algorithm implementation, which are commonly dealt with in more general, previous, modules, and are not taught within other curricula.

3.5.2. Speech Recognition

Recognition features in almost all the survey entries. Roughly half the sites provide a coverage which explains the techniques underlying the prevailing statistical approaches to ASR, for instance the Viterbi and Baum-Welch algorithms associated with Hidden Markov Models, corresponding neural-net techniques and the probabilistic formulation of acoustic and language modelling.

At least three sites go beyond this, adding work on current research topics such as context-dependent phone units, HMM-ANN hybrids, out-of-vocabulary items and noise robustness. The remaining sites give a brief overview of ASR techniques. Eight sites teach the related topic of speaker identification.

3.5.3. Speech Synthesis

These are the basic elements needed for a thorough treatment of speech synthesis:

- **Low level synthesis** (i.e. not text-to-speech): vocoders, formant synthesis (parametric synthesis) parallel vs. series arrangement of resonators; lpc; concatenated waveform synthesis (including PSOLA); articulatory synthesis; units - allophones, diphones, syllables, words, longer stretches (including the basic phonetic theory to classify and model these units). Basic acoustic theory which enables the above to work as practical ways of recreating the speech wave.

- **High level synthesis** (i.e. text-to-speech, concept-to-speech) - need to include language model. Discussion of the philosophy: are we trying to recreate a perfect human-like speech waveform or are we trying to create the perceptual illusion of listening to human speech (the two are not necessarily the same). Orthography to phoneme conversion - rule based vs. neural network. Morpheme decomposition (for some systems). Dictionaries and what they might contain (syntactic information, phonological information) - not restricted just to exceptions but modern large-scale dictionaries (30000 words +) like DecTalk and SPRUCE.

3.5.4. Spoken Language Processing

Many transcription tasks can be tackled by current technology, which is frequently covered in courses other than the SLE module itself. Such courses typically cover:

- Introduction to Linguistics: linguistic theory, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics.

3.5.5. SLE Applications

In a number of courses a short presentation in application systems and development tools is offered. The students are directed towards multilingual application environments, evaluation, and cross-comparison of spoken language technology products. Dictation Systems such as, DragonDictate, VoicePad, VoiceType are used to demonstrate the capabilities of probabilistic, neural and hybrid speech recognition methods. The CPK, Generic Dialogue System, OSCON, Philips Dialogue System, SCLU toolkit, SpeechMania, SUNDIAL, TRAINS, Vocalist provide a reference for the application of a comprehensive range of spoken dialogue systems. Large vocabulary ASR development tools such the HTK toolkit are sometimes used by the students in the laboratory, building their own ASR systems and solving development problems. Speech Synthesis systems are demonstrated using mostly JSRU and MITalk. Verbmobil is the only speech translation system that is mentioned in the survey.

3.6. What project work is given?

Most SLE courses have a significant project work component. For many institutions this involves using software such as Matlab, Waves, HTK etc. in laboratories during course practical sessions. For others it means a more in depth study of a specific problem in SLE such as “dynamic time warping for isolated word recognition” or developing an “automated camera-man”. In cases where a Master’s degree is offered then there is obviously a much larger project which is written up as a dissertation or thesis.

Some projects are in collaboration with industry (e.g. the Cambridge, GB). There are cases where complete courses are actually projects (e.g. Erlangen, DE). Aalborg University (DK) has an education system where approx. 50% of the education and assessment is through group project work.

3.7. What resources are used?

3.7.1. Textbooks

The following texts are cited most frequently in the survey returns:
4. Opinions of SLE Teaching

In addition to the factual information above, we also asked for opinions on what teaching SLE is like. Questions and response summaries are again given below: of course, these are the opinions of the teachers, not the students.

4.1. Are your SLE modules popular with students?
SLE is reasonably popular where students have to choose between modules. In this case, SLE is often in contrast with mainstream degree work and students 'like to do something different'.

4.2. What aspects of your modules appeal to the students?
The notion of having a speech interface. The perception that SLE is a new and exciting technology. The links between language, experimental work and engineering.

4.3. What aspects of your modules do students find difficult?
The mathematical aspects, particularly understanding signal processing and recognition algorithms. The large amount of material that is frequently covered in a short time. The diversity of this material.

4.4. What aspects of the modules are difficult to teach?
Generally those where the topic is outside the background of the students, or indeed of the lecturer: for instance teaching signal processing to phonetics students or speech perception experimentation to computer scientists.

4.5. How well do your students perform in assessment?
Most sites report adequate performance. Two sites report generally mediocre performance.

5. CONCLUSIONS
SLE is a difficult subject to teach, because of its multidisciplinary demands. It is hard to find a line between giving a brief overview which does not really explain anything and a full treatment whose understanding is beyond the capabilities of the audience. There is a need for greater support to be widely available, for instance in the form of internet tutorials as suggested in the companion paper [5], and for better teaching software.
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